Similar to Exp. I, but at test participants were asked to manipulate one of the following (all conditions used +/-10% zoom at test):
Background zoom: Subjects zoom only the background texture. The central object is the same size as in the original and cannot be changed. Stimuli: 12 photos of objects on flat, textured surfaces, at a single zoom level:
I. Effect of training and test zoom
Stimuli: 12 photos of natural scenes with a central object/region, shown at a single zoom level (zoom levels were defined by the size of the central object):
Results:
 No significant difference between image zoom and object resize conditions: people chose views in which the central object was 95% or 94% of original size, respectively  Background zoom showed the opposite effect: background details were increased to 105% of their original size
Task:
Similar to Exp. II object resize condition; only the central object was resized.
Results:  Significant extension of object boundaries in 2 of the 3 conditions  The amount of extension varies with both object size and distance to nearest boundary A possible explanation for the background manipulation results: people move the background closer because this makes the central object appear smaller, as in the Ebblinghaus illusion. Because location uncertainty increases with eccentricity the median of the probability density for feature location shifts outward. The gradient between two texture regions shifts inward. The magnitude of these distortions depends on pooling region scaling but is proportional to eccentricity.
Boundary extension/compression across condi ons
Cond. A: +/-10% at test Cond. B: +/-25% at test
Task:
 All experiments were run on Amazon Mechanical Turk, 12 participants / condition  Memory phase: Images were shown for 3 seconds each and participants were asked to memorize details.  Memory test: Each image was shown again and participants used the arrow keys to zoom in/out to the original view. At test, 1/3 of images appeared at original zoom, 1/3 zoomed out (-10% or -25%), and1/3 zoomed in (+10 or +25%).
Results:
Closer initial and more extreme testing views produce more extension (in pixels), but as a % of original size, the extension was consistent across training and test conditions (images were remembered at ~ 94% of original size).
